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Amir Idiadulin Before designing the concept, we do our best to know more about
the company, its business field, the employees and the management to create
an individual project, which would suit the company the best. I consider keeping
in touch with the management to be very important — the managers must be
involved in the project, understand its importance and to realize that now we do
not just design an attractive space, but the space which would encourage business growth, boost financial indicators, influencing the employees, their interaction and effectiveness. Management dialogue is necessary for figuring out the
project ideology.
Andrew Sidorov Our architects treat details meticulously in a good way: it’s easier for us to implement inner navigation, develop branding, pick the right visible accessories, than let things take their own course. We need our client to be
pleased with the project, for the office to be a complete conception including
everything essential for an effective and comfortable working process. Designing interiors is very important for an architect because this experience brings an
understanding of how the inner space works and how to implement it into an expressive architectural form.
Ravil Murakov The border between an office and a house blends. Thanks to
the digital technologies, many companies switch to the agile philosophy or a
more flexible workflow organization. The employees in an openspace are not
attached to their desks, and a project teams method requires quick space
transformation. Besides, an office should provide the employees with psychological relief and the ability to change scenery. Thus, apart from transformable work areas and conference halls, the project program includes
game rooms, lounges, sport areas, coffee-points and acoustic cabins.
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RAIFFEISEN BANK
IT DEPARTMENT
IT+ART = DIGITAL ART — a global,
bright, dynamic, inspiring

Russia,
Omsk

4 650 m2

The meeting rooms are inspired by the works
of prominent residents of Omsk — artist Damir
Muratov, musician Egor Letov and poet Timofey
Belozerov. Three different types of art — visual,
musical and poetry are transferred on a digital
basis and realized in spaces of active discussions
and birth of new ideas. QR codes have been
placed in the meeting rooms, which can be used
to find out more about the identity of the inspirer of the design concept. In the reception area
there is an installation that is a digital energy
cube — it attracts individual pixels that increase
the power of the cube. The installation is a metaphor for the office, which is a place of power
and attracts the best IT professionals. The dynamic interior energizes for effective work, each
space has unique solutions — for example, volumetric suspended texts, Cheburashka created
from symbols, various patterns and light installations. A combination of loft and modern styles
highlights the connection of times and sets up
a productive mood — bright cubes of meeting rooms look extremely effective in the space
with high industrial ceilings, restored metal col-
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umns and beams. Red brick walls are always one
of the best solutions. The office offers maximum
opportunities – there are small comfortable islands for quick meetings, rooms for secluded
work, niches and booths for telephone conversations, areas for collaboration and temporary
work. In the best traditions of the IT sector, the
office offers several options to switch and reboot
— a gym with exercise machines, a game zone,
a cafe, there is even a room for sleeping. The office originally had two floors, which were expanded with additional mezzanine floors, one of
which houses the sleeping room. All the spaces
are visually connected, and five additional staircases and an elevator were designed and built
for physical connection. The architects carefully chose the coloristic scheme — the interior is
full of bright, complex colors that do not distract
from work, but set up for a breakthrough and
new ideas. Contributes to the birth of new ideas
and handy features — panels on which you can
write are presented in different areas. The office
will also be able to host large-scale events in the
arts center, a conference room.

ALL THE SPACES
ARE VISUALLY CONNECTED
Waiting area

Coffee point

Open space

Conference hall

Kitchen

Reception

THE INTERIOR IS FULL OF BRIGHT,
COMPLEX COLORS
Room for sleeping

Coffee point

ALFA DIGITAL
OFFICE
The spirit of the bank’s innovation through
the aesthetics of the Martian surface

Russia,
Moscow

4 100 m2

The office for the Digital division of Alfa-Bank reflects the spirit of the bank’s innovation through
the aesthetics of the Martian surface, unusual
for office spaces, in the atmosphere of retro-futurism, close to the young and creative employees of Alfa Digital. Elon Musk, at the time of
developing the concept of the office, was testing a new prototype of a spacecraft for a flight to
Mars. This is how the metaphor appeared, which
formed the basis of the concept: while humanity is just preparing to conquer the red planet, Alfa-Bank should already be on its way to it. In the
office, the idea can be found on the walls, in the
windows, the names of the meeting rooms and,
of course, in color. Red is the main accent.
Most of the floor is occupied by developers who
work in teams; next to the workplaces, there are
areas for quick meetings and brainstorming –
capsules. There are 15 of them in total. Capsules
are named after spacecraft associated with
Mars: Opportunity, Curiosity, Perseverance. Capsules are almost indistinguishable from ordinary
meeting rooms: plenty of space, a large table,
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comfortable chairs and video communication
equipment. But unlike classic meeting rooms,
they have no walls: the capsules are separated from the rest of the space by red soundproof
curtains. Instead of whiteboards, there are special panels (vertical, which is important for mobile app developers). The office has focus rooms
with dark design and low lighting for maximum
concentration. One of the central areas of the office is an amphitheater with a gong, the sound
of which gathers teams for important meetings.
The amphitheater has a large touch screen on
which you can draw. Some of the workplaces are
hot desks where any employee can sit. We also designed a high table top along the glazing
with comfortable height-adjustable work chairs.
Lockers with electronic locks are installed for
storing personal belongings. Much attention was
paid to the game rooms in the project – these
are spacious areas with a kicker, table tennis, a
game console, lego and poufs. There you can relax a bit during the day or discuss business issues in an informal setting.

THERE ARE AREAS
FOR QUICK MEETINGS
Meeting room

Brainstorm Zone

Brainstorm Zone

MUCH ATTENTION WAS PAID
TO THE GAME ROOMS
Concentration room

Game room

Meeting room

Brainstorm Zone

Coffee-point

The Amphitheater

HYUNDAI OFFICE
A modern, technological office whose space can
easily be transformed to suit different tasks

Russia,
Moscow

4 500 m2

Hyundai’s new Moscow office is located in one of
the towers of the Moscow City business district.
The space is in line with Hyundai’s global development and reflects the innovative spirit of the
company, which is pursuing a digital transformation strategy and diversifying its services in the
market, aiming to become a leading provider of
mobile solutions. The 4,500 m2 office is located on two floors of the OKO tower — 31 and 32;
to improve the organization of the space, a special personal staircase for employees was created, which connects the two floors. In the central
part of the office there are meeting rooms, focus
rooms, collaboration rooms, and several management offices. All around is an open space
with workstations.
Some divisions have mini versions of the central
core — cozy work spaces with soft zones, compact meeting rooms, and soundproofed rooms
where employees can work in silence. They are
a kind of buffer between the main circulation area for employees and the division area. The lobby with coffee points in the reception area can
be transformed into a meeting space. The multifunctional hall on the 32nd floor can be used
for active recreation, ping-pong, table soccer,
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yoga, as well as for brainstorming, negotiations
and trainings in a less formal environment. The
modular layout of the work areas forms a flexible space, it is possible to change the location of individual employees, as well as entire
departments. Many forms in the office interior
(roundings, radii, and soft flowing lines) echo automotive themes and symbolize futuristic concept cars. The reception area on the 31st floor
is decorated with classic car gears. It is a bright
thematic accent in keeping with the overall concept of the space. A restrained palette of materials does not distract employees from their work,
and wall panels with an oak texture, smooth
MDF panels in a restrained beige palette, fluted inserts and soft zones of muted tones fully
meet the company philosophy. Bright inserts in
furniture fabrics add variety to the open workspace and set the right color accents. Meeting
rooms are equipped with plasma screens, some
have multimedia systems with integrated microphones, cameras, wireless laptop connection. Light in the meeting rooms is turned on and
off by presence sensors. Eco-friendliness of the
used finishing materials is confirmed by the appropriate certificates.

Reception

Meeting room

Open space

Open space

Meeting room

A SPECIAL STAIRCASE FOR EMPLOYEES,
WHICH CONNECTS THE TWO FLOORS
Meeting room

Staircase

Meeting rooms, staircase

SIMPLE OFFICE

An elegant space for a leading wine importer

Russia,
Moscow

5400 m2

Simple’s new office is a space that combines aesthetics, functionality and modernity. Timeless
design, which will not lose its relevance in the
future, to match an expensive wine, the value of
which only increases over the years. The new office features a combination of open-space and
dedicated offices for functional executives. For
the interaction of employees of different directions, special zones have been created – a library with sofas and accent lamps integrated
into the wall, and a number of niche pods for privacy and concentrated work. The existing floor
plan set the tone for the design – the elongated narrow shape of the floor, the entire building is characterized by a corridor layout, which
is not the most efficient. Therefore, a network of
volumes of closed rooms was created, scattered
along the central part of the floor with an offset,
around which (and along the panoramic glazing) an open workspace is located. This decision
made it possible to get away from the long corridor. The building has low ceilings, and to make
the space more comfortable, they are left open,
all communications and the floor slab are painted in a rich graphite shade. In offices and meet-
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ing rooms, the closed ceiling is facilitated by the
fact that it is made in a rail, to match the walls.
The two reception areas – the central one and in
the top management sector – are solved in a different design: wood textures in the decoration of
the wall panels remind of winemaking, and floor
materials in the form of gray stones form the
sophistication of the space. The main coloristic
solution of the office is monochrome – a warm
shade of light gray. Soft fabrics act as bright accents in the common space: furniture, curtains
and fabric panels add olive and terracotta touches. A lot of attention has been paid to lighting
– thin curved lines above workstations, oval tilted accent lights in informal areas, complex multi-piece lighting structures that combine several
different types of lighting in classrooms.
Small telephone booths and niches are scattered around the office, allowing employees to
hold a one-on-one meeting or answer a phone
call in silence, while the call center and temporary workplaces are equipped with acoustic panels. There is also a gym for various mental and
breathing practices and a dining room with a
professional kitchen.

Meeting room

Open space

Showroom

Kitchen

Reception

LIGHTING IS
A SPECIAL TOUCH
Niche Pod for concentrated work

Lounge

Meeting room

SPACE 1 OFFICE
A technological, efficient and adaptive space
with a unique mansion atmosphere

Russia,
Moscow

4 650 m2

The new space of the Space 1 network of service
offices in Moscow on Tverskoy Boulevard is located in a historic mansion of the 18th century. The
project has integrated the historic atmosphere
of the mansion with a modern, technological
and efficient interior. For the architects of the
bureau in this project, the task has expanded, we
did not just work on the customer’s office space,
but took a direct part in the creation of his product – relevant and liquid. The original texture of
the building required an individual approach. The
different heights of the ceilings on the floors influenced the planning decisions. So, on the first
floor, the space was recessed, and on the second floor, a mezzanine was completed, which
made it possible to create additional spaces for
meeting rooms and lounge areas. The project includes various places for recreation, private corners for secluded work, areas with upholstered
furniture for communication, free-standing and
fully equipped telephone booths for 1-2 people,
high-tech soundproof meeting rooms, as well as
a large number of lockers. All service office spaces have the possibility of flexible customization
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within the framework of the designed mortgages, on which partitions can be installed in a
few days and the layout of the premises can be
changed to create a separate meeting room or a
manager’s office by transforming the office according to the requests and needs of the tenant.
When designing, we were required to predict the
scenarios for the use of premises and to maximize the flexibility and versatility of the layout.
The laconic interior is complemented by unusual
images that visually resonate with the architecture and aesthetics of the building. The image
of the arch is presented in glass partitions, corridors. Furniture and soft areas act as a bright
accent, unusual memorable colors, somewhere
bright and saturated, somewhere more calm
and pastel, set the dynamics of the interior. The
flowing semicircular shape, which we find in soft
zones, refers to the architecture of the building and intersects with other images of the arch
in the interior. The elegance of the arched elements and architectural lighting make the interior airy, while the rough concrete finish enhances
the contrast of the space.

THE IMAGE OF THE ARCH IS PRESENTED
IN GLASS PARTITIONS, CORRIDORS
Coffee-point

Meeting room

Open space

THE FLOWING SEMICIRCULAR SHAPE REFERS
TO THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE BUILDING
Soft area

Open space

Waiting zone

Open space

L’OREAL OFFICE

An elegant interior inspired by beauty and history of L’Oreal reflected in a flexible, thoughtful,
targeted at efficient business Agile format

Russia,
Moscow

1318 m2

The interior of Moscow L’Oreal office has combined two major features reflecting the company’s character and relevant tendencies — it is
a sensitive interior where each detail indicates
its association with beauty industry, and planning structure allows business processes run as
smoothly and effectively as possible. The concept was inspired by the company’s name — l’or
(Fr., gold) and aureole (Fr., halo). The brand of a
gold circle became a background for forms formation, thus motion at the office is arranged
round the circle, a central zone also represents
a bright core with a conference hall in a center
and conference zones (open and closed) located round the circle. The office is designed in Agile format; portable furniture allows change
arrangement of workplaces depending on team
requirements. Work areas are located along the
facade windows that, firstly, provides employees
a Moscow view and, secondly, takes maximum
advantage of natural light. Conference rooms in
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the center of the office represent dimensions of
different formats; it is possible to arrange a brief
face-to-face meeting with a large number of
participants. When designing conference rooms,
we were inspired by the cosmetics packing, for
finishing we used current quotations of the company as if pen scripted. There is a main hall —
“heart” of the office — at the intersection of the
main motion flows. Depending on requirements,
there are several scenarios for its application: a
co-working area for a group working at an ordinary time, a hall for lectures demonstration on a
flip-out screen, and workshops for group discussion and people sitting round a circle. The interior is performed in tender, comfortable for work
colors, the accent is made on gold — brass elements, gold circles of lights — in conference
rooms and, of course, on a solid reception desk.
The entrance group is dynamic — it is a spiral
carrying inside the office and made in a contrast
black and white combination with gold accents.

INTERIOR WHERE EACH DETAIL INDICATES
ITS ASSOCIATION WITH BEAUTY
Meeting room

Coffee point

Open space

Hall

Lockers

Conference zone

Meeting room

Reception

LAMODA COMPANY
OFFICE
Dynamic lifestyle interior
for a fashion company

Russia,
Moscow

7000 m2

Office for company engaged in fashion industry
shall be based not just on corporate style and
latest solutions, but it also has to reflect a certain lifestyle where special attention is paid to
an individual reaching after fashion, beauty, and
functionality. Dynamics of interior captivates, as
everything here is done for the best work experience, and each office detail reminds what an
exciting and rapidly changing sphere this company is engaged in. The dichroic film that changes the color shades depending on a view angle is
used as a metaphoric expression of fashion fluidity. Along with it, the interior pays a tribute to
a rich fashion history but very delicately, without
derogating the whole interior style the meeting
rooms refer to various epochs due to the application of various materials and photos of considerable dimensions — shooting session was
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dedicated to the interior design of a new office.
Of course, the mirror used as the main material performs several purposes — it is one of the
main elements in fashion industry, and staff employees find their reflections that reminds that
fashion today is a matter they contribute their
efforts to. Space is threaded with quotations
about fashion, shopping, and lifestyle. Quotations can be found in unexpected places — on
strip lights custom made for the project, on a
floor painted with nonerasable paint, under a
ceiling in a form of volume letters. The office contains several informal common areas for a short
refill where you may play kicker, have a snack,
chat with colleagues. Negotiations can be held
in special rooms and niches, in separate booths,
the one can be sure to have a telephone conversation in absolute silence.

THE DICHROIC FILM CHANGES THE COLOR
SHADES DEPENDING ON A VIEW ANGLE
Corridor

Wardrobe

Hall

DYNAMICS OF INTERIOR
CAPTIVATES
Phone room

Coffee point

Open space

SPACE IS THREADED WITH
QUOTATIONS ABOUT FASHION
Meeting room

Open meeting room

Atrium

SIBUR OFFICE
The office as reflection of the company business
proccess. Modern innovative and vibrant space

Russia,
Moscow

11396 m2

Creating the new office for Sibur, we sought
to transform not only interiors, but also to contribute to transformation of the work organization, to help to improve and simplify working
interactions between the company staff, to make
those most comfortable and effective. All these
by design and architecture methods. The new
modern office provides high mobility of space,
existence of zones for informal communication,
a huge number of places for meetings and negotiations including in places, not intended
for this traditionally, for example, in a corridor.
By March, 2018 finishing of the office two floors
is completed — on first one the open-space for
employees who are engaged in the central management of holding is located, on another — the
company administration. The new design has
completely changed the office structure, having
transformed cabinet system to the open-space.
Since the office location has complex planning
structure, here not the only one big open-space
is built, but few of those. Besides working space
and zones for informal communication, rooms
for individual work, wardrobe rooms and zones
for storage are presented here. In the office there
are the conference room and coffee points, and
also phone booths where it’s possible to hold
important phone negotiations in the quiet atmosphere disposing to the maximum concen-
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tration. The office has united possibilities for
fast generation of ideas, including in the working group, and a possibility or privacy during accurate study of these ideas. For this reason in
the office there are a lot of places for fast meetings and negotiations. However, the furniture for
them is thought over very carefully for example,
these are sofas with a high back which have also the sound-proofing function. In the offices of
the company executives the smart office system
is installed which includes among other things
light sensors, climate control system, multimedia control and conditioning.
Control over these functions can be carried out
via the central touch-panel located at the desktop in each office. Special sensors measure the
level of illumination and automatically make
the lighting brighter or dimmer. Also each office
is equipped with video walls.
The system for organization of videoconferences is performed in full HD format which offers
high quality of the image and sound, and makes
negotiations in video format most comfortable
and productive, for example, just like at the live
meeting, interlocutors will be able to see facial
expressions and hear intonations of each other. Interior design reflects innovation of the company, its care of the ecological environment and
is based on the corporate style.

RICH TURQUOISE ELEMENTS
ARE BRIGHTLY ALLOCATED
Corridor

Meeting room

The office has united possibilities for fast generation
of ideas, including in the working group, and a possibility or privacy during accurate study of these ideas.

Coffee point
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LIGHT DESIGN
Reception

Corridor

Meeting room

SBERBANK
HEADQUARTERS
Agile for a bank ― a room for rapid implementation of most challenging ideas. A modern office
inspired by gorgeous Moscow

Russia,
Moscow

7000 m2

The City of Opportunities — that’s how we’ve
named our project, one of the storeys of Sberbank’s new office. The concept was inspired
by Moscow and its beautiful districts, atmosphere, residents, and dynamics that many capitals of world’s leading countries would envy.
The parts of the office are connected by a Ring
road. The office itself is divided into six districts
designed on the basis of landmark sights of a
relevant Moscow district: Sokolniki park, Arbat, Krymskaya embankment, Gagarin square,
VDNKh, and Red Square. In addition to special
design, there are meeting rooms in every district
of the office named after famous Moscow landmarks, like Lisya nora (Fox Lodge), Skvorechnik
(Nesting box), Attraktsyon (Amusement park),
and other sights of Sokolniki park. Not only does
the concept of the office deal with its meaningfulness and visual content, but it facilitates navigation, too. For instance, the ring road helps one
easily find their way around in this rather big
(7 000 m2) office, quicker find a meeting room
needed or reach coworkers. Sberbank’s office
was designed in Agile format, and this is literally
a huge step up in the country’s financial environment. The design provides for all the conditions
needed. It streamlines the performance of bank’s
staff, facilitates communication, and hastens
the processes. Agile is more than design. It’s a
special approach to work when cross-functional teams are put together to work on a specif-
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ic task or product in an effective and prompt
manner. Each of six office parts has everything
needed for productive work: a coffee point, a reception zone, various kinds of meeting rooms,
common and work areas, and many other things.
Agile work format is good for executives, too.
Agile does not suppose large private offices.
Executives seat together with staff members
in an open-plan area and use all the services
in the same way as their teams do. Such changes in the office space idea are likely to make a difference in corporate culture. Two large areas are
arranged in the midst of the office to do presentations, with multi-purpose sofas that can be
used to work with laptops, and stacking chairs
and tables. A game zone, a kitchen, meeting
rooms, and leisure zones are arranged here, too.
We’ve provided for various zones: small meeting
rooms for quick meets, big meeting rooms for focused discussions, individual rooms for calls, and
workspaces with cushioned furniture. Comfortable and diverse furniture adds to concentration
and productivity, like high armchairs that enfold
you almost all round. Carefully designed details
create warm ambience that encourages effective
work and creativity. Offices in financial sector are
starting to look more like IT companies with their
usual atmosphere of certain freedom, creativity,
and self-expression, says Sberbank’s CEO. This is
what we were keeping in mind when designing
the office for Russia’s lead bank.

BEST OFFICE AWARDS 2017
OFFICE AGILE
1. Reception
2. Coffee point
3. Meeting room
4. Openspace

5. Wardrobe
6. WC
7. Relax zone
8. Print zone

The parts of the office are connected by a Ring road. The
office itself is divided into six districts designed on the
basis of landmark sights of a relevant Moscow district:
Sokolniki park, Arbat, Krymskaya embankment, Gagarin
square, VDNKH, and Red Square.

9. Coworking
10. Conference hall
11. Phone room
12. Top-managment
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IMAGES INSPIRED
BY GORGEOUS MOSCOW
The Owl Conference Hall

Indoor Garden House

Each of six office parts has everything needed for productive work: a coffee point, a reception zone, various
kinds of meeting rooms, common and work areas, and
many other things.

Conference hall

RD CONSTRUCTION
OFFICE
The office like a demonstration of opportunities of the
construction company— examples of various engineering solutions, finishing materials, innovative approaches.
Clean lines, dynamic volumes, vibrant color accents

Russia,
Moscow

2200 m2

The concept of the office for the construction
company RD Construction is based on the following theses — City, Future, and Innovation that
underlie the company’s brand book and are pivotal for its activities. The theses were translated into the office’s design in the following way:
CITY — finishing materials, which are usually
used in facade finishing, perfectly fit in the office
interior: metal panels, fiber-reinforced concrete,
and glass allow visitors and company employees
to feel like they are in the heart of a megalopolis within the office. In addition, these materials
eloquently exemplify company’s operations―
among other things, RD Construction has implemented quite a few large-scale urban projects.
FUTURE — concise, uncluttered interior, sweeping lines and volumes, and vibrant color accents
against an understated color scale show that here
the future is built undistractedly and consciously. A column with a media screen in the reception zone makes it possible to show company’s
projects, including future implementations, to
clients. The fact that one of the meeting rooms
is located near the reception zone strengthens
the image of a modern and fast-paced company too. The all-glass volume offers an all-round
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city view. The volume is separated from the reception zone by a glass wall of a deep turquoise
color, which is an accent color in the company’s logo. INNOVATION — lamps with a hidden
source of light, a polymer cast-in-place floor,
a smart glass for meeting rooms that changes its
optical properties depending on the privacy requirements and becomes dimmer or fully-transparent, wireless connection between computer
hardware and screens—all these technologies
that are on the line between the future and the
present, between something ground-breaking and already proven to be useful, have found
their way into the design of the company’s office.
Apart from conventional offices for the management team, meeting rooms and the open space,
there are small meeting points in the office that
can be used for recreation or quick meetings
with colleagues.
There is also a meeting room in the VIP zone
where more informal meeting with clients
and company’s management team can be
held—cushioned furniture, diffused lighting,
a bar counter, a fireplace, and heavy curtains create a cozy atmosphere to lay back and discuss
business in an open collar manner.

1. Reception 2. Coffee point 3. Meeting room 4. Cabinet
5. Open space 6. Wardrobe 7. WC 8. Relax room

9. Print zone 10. Storage 11. Phone room
12. Server room 13. Hall
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Open space

Open meeting room

The reception desk

Reception

OFFICE OF IT
DEPARTMENT
OF SIBUR
Office in the spirit of Agile inspired by one
of the main company’s products. Spaces combined by the main lines and gradient

Russia,
Moscow

995 m2

Interior of Sibur IT Department office harmoniously combined two main characteristics. First,
this is IT Department office and it’s created in
the spirit and style of Agile; its main features
are mobility of working places and availability of
various spaces for working and relaxing. Second,
shaping is inspired by polyolefines — molecular compounds being a raw material for plastic manufacture and one of the main products
of the holding. While creating this office, together with the customer we decided intentionally
to avoid invoking the company brand book and,
moreover, — to breach its recommendations. Instead of severe style recommended in the brand
book, this office was created with bright details and additional freedom for employees so
necessary to generate ideas and to implement
complicated technical solutions. Office is located in the space with complicated configuration.
To provide the most efficient area distribution,
the space was zonally divided into 4 self-sufficient working blocks; each of them has functions
necessary for Agile office — open and closed negotiation rooms, rooms for secluded working,
rooms for managers, areas for informal com-
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munication, storage rooms, copying equipment.
There are also common conference room and
coffee point in the office. Negotiations and small
meetings can be arranged in different places,
in most cases no additional materials will be
needed for brainstorming — all surfaces where
a person can physically reach, both in negotiation rooms and in working areas, are suitable
for writing on them, i.e. walls, glasses, cabinets.
Interior coloristic solution is a system of complicate gradient going diagonally through the
whole space of the office, mainly through carpeting, furniture and interior items. Due to monochrome background environment, this solution
refreshes the space without overloading it, and
it is not excessive. The office has low ceilings,
therefore it was decided to leave the ceiling locally open and to paint utility systems into black
color to add visual depth. Fluent flexible lines
looking analogues to viscous shape of plastics
can be seen in all three dimensions of the office — on the floor, walls and ceiling — bent lines
of lamps lead visitors from one area to another.

Color solution

VARIOUS WORK
AND LEISURE SPACES
Concentration room

Meeting room

Open space

INCANTO FASHION
GROUP OFFICE
The office design inspired by nature— smooth
patterns, live plant arrangements and bright
marble slabs on the walls. The uncluttered contemporary-styled interior

Russia,
Moscow

2600 m2

A Moscow office that occupies three stories
of a business center is home to three companies
of one holding. This is a contemporary-styled interior inspired by nature. Austere and uncluttered lines are complemented with ingenious
patterns that add individuality to each office.
Natural stone, metal, glass, wood, and ceramics were used in the finishing of the office. Natural green walls of live plants with an automatic
watering system add brightness and harmony. The pattern of air was used on glasses in the
open space of the “ground” part of the office —
a light-colored pattern adds lightness and aeriality to the space. The interior of work-rooms is
uncluttered, with small splashes of color. Some
walls of work-rooms, meeting rooms and open
spaces are used to make plans and notes—they
are covered with a special glass that allows writing with a tip marker. Each office of the holding
was realized in an individual stylistics and color
scheme matching its business line. The interior
of the first company was made in light shades
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that smoothly match warm deep colors. The second office is full of austere geometric lines, intense dark colors and bright shades. The third
office, too, was made in dark colors, but its details refer not to strict business strategies that
certainly were considered here, but to the fashion industry the company is involved in. The
fashion industry is represented by highlighted
bright posters on the walls, a glassy metal perforated ceiling, and a reception desk that looks
like a piece of a crystal. The wall behind the reception desk was made of top-lit transparent
sheet glass. Such solution allows visitors to enjoy a beautiful view from the window and does
not impede the penetration of light into the hall
space. There is a small common room in the office, where one may switch off from work, read
books and magazines. Cushioned furniture,
a cozy stand lamp, a green shag carpet that looks
like grass, and a gray timber wall with an unusual pattern of bright green lines representing life,
help to lay back nicely in a matter of minutes.

1. Reception
2. Relax room
3. Meeting room
4. Open space

5. Cabinet
6. Storage
7. WC
8. Wardrobe

9. Coffee point
10. Server room
11. Showroom
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Entrance zoning

Coffee point

Reception

NATURAL GREEN WALLS ADD
BRIGHTNESS AND HARMONY
Corridor

Waiting zone

Coffee point

SNOW QUEEN
OFFICE
The office of the Snow queen, inspired by contemporary interpretation of the image. Bright,
warm zones on the background of a snowwhite, “ice” spaces

Russia,
Moscow

3340 m2

The concept of the office of the Snow queen
company is a modern interpretation of the image of the Snow Queen from Andersen’s famous
fairy tale: This woman, so beautiful and majestic, was all of ice, of dazzling, sparkling ice — and
yet alive, her eyes shone like two bright stars,
but there was no warmth or peace in them. The
new image in the interior is reflected in the fact
that the Queen’s heart has thawed out thanks
to the warm colors, textures and materials. So,
bright areas of deep color, high variety of tactile-percepted materials, as well as comfy furniture, keeping from the eyes of others, stand out
against the background of a snow-white office.
The ice floes are scattered throughout the office:
spaces of meeting rooms, common areas, bar
counter — it’s also a high meeting table, frac-
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tured lines of light going from ceiling to walls,
clear color lines. Herewith, the sharpness of lines
is softened by various patterns, inspired by delicate patterns of snow — they are found on the
walls, on the glass partitions of meeting rooms,
their reflection falls on the soft, sound-damping floor.In addition to meeting rooms, the office
provides for small spaces intended for working
meetings and negotiations, some of them are in
niches, which serve as a protective sound barrier, in others the function of acoustic comfort
is performed by special furniture — high chairs.
Open, spacious office, in which vividly highlighted areas of bright, warm color stand out against
calm, cold background — like crystals, created by
the rays of the thawed heart of beautiful queen,
scatter in the space.

Color zoning

ICE FLOES: MEETING ROOMS,
COMMON AREAS, BAR ZONE
Corridor

Reception

Reception zoning

Coffee point

Reception

Common area

BRIGHT AND COLOR
ZONES HIGHLIGHTED
Relax zone

Coffee point

Conference hall

ALFA BANK
OFFICE
The bright and innovative design, which employees can relate
themselves to and which inspires them to work effectively and
creatively — walls which can be used for work and a number of
zones for formal and informal interaction.

Russia,
Moscow

2630 m2

One of the unique features of the office designed
by architects of IND Office for one of Alfa Bank’s
branches is, first of all, its creativity which is incredible for the financial sector. Functional, striking, and innovative, it will be a place to work in
for young and vigorous employees of Alfa Laboratory — a special unit of Alfa Bank engaged
in electronic business. The idea of the interior is
based on superheroes and street art — the components which Laboratory employees can relate themselves to. The finishing materials used
are as follows: textured concrete, wood, perforated metal, various kinds of glass — clear, dim,
and patterned. A bright carpet tile facilitates the
navigation — meeting zones are colored, while
various circles in an open space zone help employees to find required groups and departments.
Walls of the office combine several functions: 1)
a decorative function — bright wall murals featuring superheroes and comic books; 2) a practical function — a special surface where you can
write with felt-tip pens; a bulletin board material
has been pasted on some walls, where employees can fix their materials; and 3) an informative
and motivational function — a wall with quotes
of great people. Ceilings in a presentation and
a game zones are decorated with human silhou-
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ettes, which stands for a team spirit. There are
lamps between the silhouettes — they represent
creative thoughts and fresh ideas. Besides, such
solution improves the room acoustics. A distinguishing feature of the Laboratory is that employees can not only work on their work places,
but take an active part in brainstorms and meetings as well. This feature has identified the laying out of the office — there are many meeting
zones and buzz session zones (coffee points); the
game zone to have a rest with a ping-pong table,
various board games, and carpet-covered walls
to play darts; and two outdoor porches with
gleamy furniture here. There is an open meeting
hall in the center of the office — a place to make
presentations with a gong on the wall used to
announce that a meeting is on. There are LCD
screens in front of meeting rooms which display
if the rooms are available or not. Various lighting
solutions have been implemented in the office —
linear light in the open space zone, LED backlighting in a hallway, and soffits in the game and
the presentation zones. The classy, dynamic, and
functional design with striking elements and interesting details — this is not merely an office,
but a really comfortable place to create unusual
and contemporary solutions too.

1. Open space 2. Coffee point 3. Wardrobe 4. Print zone
5. Storage 6. Meeting room 7. Kitchen 8. Relax room

9. Reception 10. Cabinet 11. VIP-reception 12. WC
13. Terrace 14. Conference hall 15. Open meeting room
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Superhero zoning scheme

FLASH

BATMAN

STORM

CAPTAIN
AMERICA

IRONMAN
HULK

WOLVERINE

ELASTIC MAN

SUPERMAN

WONDER
WOMAN

FUNCTIONAL, BRIGHT,
INNOVATIVE
Waiting zone

Conference hall

Reception

INGRAD CENTRAL
SALES OFFICE
Office of the development company reflecting on the one
hand openness and readiness to discuss the construction
process with the clients and on the other hand big investments and serious fundamental business processes

Russia,
Moscow

1136 m2

Creating a developer’s office is an interesting task requiring incorporation of a variety of
meanings. The office should translate the company’s status and capabilities, disclose its approach to the construction, and reflect its values.
So, a spacious lobby meets the visitors on the
ground floor of Ingrad office. The bright and light
space enables the viewing of the company projects exhibition: 12 mockup of housing complexes
under construction, and discussing the purchase
of real estate in one of the seven meeting rooms.
The same floor accommodates a play room, to
allow parents to focus on business matters. Its
presence evidences also the company’s care for
the younger generation: all of Ingrad projects
provide a well-developed social infrastructure.
The ground floor has friendly and light interior,
where glazed reflecting surfaces, common in the
final rendering, contrast with the concrete which
meets flat owners in a new development. Thanks
to the mirror finishing, the main meeting volume
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is likely to be dissolved in the space, with prominent dynamic volumes of the attention-drawing
reception desk and the bar.
Only this core and the play area are marked
with the corporate yellow; the rest of the interior is full of light colors; the bright islets of the
greenery and the broad, light-filled garden in the
meeting room area add coziness to the space.
The sixth floor of the office accommodates senior executives’ offices. If the ground floor’s environment may be described as friendly and open,
the ambience of this floor emphasizes the status, intensive investments, and serious business
sector the company is engaged in.
Blacked-out mirrors, reserved color range (including mainly the white and the black) are completed with precious furniture. The uncommon
phyto-zones consisting of various live plants,
such as the round panel the in the glazed wall of
the assistants’ area, make the space harmonious
and finished.

THE ENTIRE FLOOR AREA
IS AN EXHIBITION HALL
The main rooms on the floor

Exhibition

Stop zones

Visitors

VIP-visitors

BRIGHT
SPACE
Children playroom

Waiting zone

Exhibition

IND ARCHITECTS
OFFICE
A neat and contrast loft-style interior enriched with a dynamic bright infographics. Two open space areas — one is a spacious double-floor height area for designers and another one
is a cozy second-floor space for architects

Russia,
Moscow

280 m2

When working on the project of IND architects
office, we entrusted ourselves with the task
to create a contemporary creative space with
a minimum of distracting elements, so that designers and architects could focus on their projects as much as possible. The office has become
a business card and a reflection of the studio which has implemented a number of projects over five years of its existence. The office
has been arranged in ARTPLAY Design Center
and has been decorated in the loft style. Designers have shown the benefits of a former industrial premise to their best advantage — they have
kept the double-floor height area in some places, have deliberately left the concrete ceiling
panels unpainted and have retained the original
concrete structure — like timber shutter texture
on the first floor and ceiling panels on the second floor. Exposed black-colored utilities accentuate the industrial past of the building and form
a contrast to white walls of the office. The office
has been divided into two zones — one is a volumetric double-floor height area for designers
and another one is a cozy space on the second
floor for architects. The walls of the latter one
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are used for attaching the pictures and drawings of studio’s current projects. In addition to
two open space zones, a reception zone, a meeting room, and a coffee-point have been arranged
on the first floor; an office, a leisure area, and an
open meeting room for the staff may be found
on the second floor. Two or three person meetings may also be held at a round table in the
first-floor open space. Two separate wardrobes
have been arranged for the staff and guests —
one is at the entrance and another one is at the
meeting room. Grey and white are basic interior colors. Bright yellow details — such as infographics, a creatively different full-wall unicorn
in the first-floor open space, and small items,
like flower cache-pots, desk folders, and décor
details - stand out sharply against quiet shades.
The infographics had been developed as a part
of a new corporate style of IND architects and
was patterned by the studio’s architects. In the
leisure area, the employees may catch a break in
a work process and talk about their goings, interesting projects and news while playing darts
or foosball or read an interesting book nestling
themselves down on a convenient pouf.

Walls

Double-floor height area and a cozy second-floor space

INDUSTRIAL
PAST
Corridor

Stairs

Open space

TEAM

Unleashing creativity, professional success. These are not just mottos
for architects of our studio, these are our main purposes. Experience,
expertise, passion for architecture and life in all its manifestations
brought us together, and we became one team. Each of us really loves
contemplating the results of their work.

CLIENTS
Playrix
Space1
МТС
Simple
Raiffeisen Bank
Sberbank
Alfa Bank
VTB
UNIQLO
L’Oréal
Lamoda
Hyundai
Sibur
Pasha Bank

We care about our customers’ trust, appreciate our partners’ expertise, and
build effective and lasting relationship. This allowed us to implement dozens
of outstanding and custom-designed projects.
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